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Abstract. The following are shown to be uniformly erasable: (i) the family of onz-counter 
languages; aud (ii) every family of one-letter !anguages. 
In automata theory, the acceptors studied are generally allowed to make an 
arbitrary number of moves without advancing the input tape. On occasion, 
acceptors i%F:e encountered which operate with only finite delay, that is, which make 
only a bounded number of moves before either advancing the input tape or halting. 
Such acceptors are called quasi-realtime and have been the object of considerable 
attention. For each family A? of acceptors let Z(gP) be the family of languages 
defined by all the acceptors in .~4 and let .Z’(J&) he the family of languages defined 
by just the quasi-realtime acceptbrslin &. Sometimes A?(&,,) equals 9(d), as for 
exam& when .14 is the family of pushdown acceptors. (This follows from the we‘ll 
known faa that every pus down acceptor is equivalent to one which a 
ut tape on every move.) I per [2J it was shown that this is not 
1y a property of the p but actually of the context-free 
‘languages. S~ecjfical~y, it ily s$ of acceptors definin 
the cantexl-free I 
ation under Grams GJ 803, G? 
ia State ~~ive~ity, U 
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The defin!‘tion of uniform erasability clearly depends on a precise formulation of 
the notions ,af “family of acceptors” and “language defined by an acceptor”. In [2], 
the model chosen for a family of acceptors was that of an AFA. The phrase 
“defined by an acceptor” was formalized in three ways, each depending on the 
manner in which an automaton accepts its input. ‘The three alternatives for when an 
automaton 14 accepts an input w were the following: 
(i) After reading w, A enters a final state. 
(ii) IAfter reading w, A enters a fin&l state while simultaneously emptying the 
auxilktry storage. 
(iii) After reading w, A empties its auxiliary storage for the first time. 
Since uniform erasability is really a property of families of languages rather than of 
acceptors, it is appropriate (as well as technically convenient) to translate the 
definition of uniform erasabilit:y into language-theoretic terms. For’alternative (ii), 
the following language-theoretic formulation of uniform erasability was obtained in 
[2] by using standard results from AFL theory: a full AFL Z!? is uniformly erasable if
and only if %, equals 9 whenever 6p, is an AFL which “fully generates’* JZ For 
alter,natives (i)and (iii), “AFL” is replaced by “semi-AFL”. The language-theoretic 
formulation of uniform erasability was then used to show that the family. of 
context-free languages and many of its subfamilies are uniformly erasable, and it 
waz: claimed wither:: proof that the family of one-counter languages and every full 
AFL generated by one-letter languages are uniformly erasable. The purpose of this 
paper is to prove these last two claims. 
7.he manuscript is divided into three sections. Definitions and notation are given 
in section 1. In Section 2, the family of one-counter languages is proved to be 
unif~rtiiy erasable. And in Section 3, every full AFL generated by one-letter 
lailguagtls is shown to be uniformly erasable. The proofs of these two results are 
lorIg and complicated. To assist he reader, an informal outline of each argument is 
given at the beginning of the appropriate section. 
1. Prelimharies 
In this section we define two kinds of uniform erasability, state a sufficient condition 
for ,a family of languages to be uniformly erasable, and then introduce some useful 
notation. 
Before treating uniform erasability, we recall some elementary concepts from 
AFL theory. 
Definition 1.1. A language is a set L for which there exists a finite set & of 
abstract symbols such that’ L C XT. The smallest such XI is denoted by &. 
Definition 1.2. A semi-AFL is a pair (2, Y), or 9 when X !s understood, such that 
(1) ZE is an infinite set of symbols, 
(2) 55’ is a set of languages, with 2, c E for each L in 9, 
I For each set Z,, 2: is the set of aH1 finite strings of elements of 2,, including the empty string E. Each 
element of 8: is called a word or string. 
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(3) L# B for some L in 9, and 
(4) 9 is closed under union, inverse homomorphism, e-free homomorphism,* 
and intersection with regular sets. 
An AFL is a semi-AFL which is closed under concatenation and + .3 A (semi-) 
AFL is called fuU if it is closed under arbitrary homomorphism. 
Henceforth, C will always denote a given infinite set of symbols, and P: wi 
subscript a finite subset o 2. All symbols given or constructed and then used in a 
language will be assumed to lie in 2. 
We now introduce some symbolism for dealing with (semi-) AFL. 
.3. For each set 9 of languages let sP(.JZ), 9” (.9), g(Z), S(9), 9” (.5?), 
and Z&(9) be the smallest semi-AFL containing 2, semi-AFL containing 9 u {(E}}, 
full semi-AFL containing 9, AFL containing 5?Z9 AFL containing 2? U {{E}}, and full 
AFL cont?~ king 9, respectively. 
We shah have little occasion to refer to ,sP(9) or 9(.2’), since we shall be dealing 
with Y*(9) and S’(9) instead. 
We are now ready to destine uniform erasability. As indicated in the introduction, 
there are two versions, one in terms of AFL and the other in terms of semi-AFL. 
For convenience, the term “uniformly erasable” is defined for arbitrary sets of 
languages, rather than just full (semi-) AFL. 
We now lefine the basic concepts of interest to us. 
Dehition 1.4. A set 2’ of languages i Serusa6fe (9’.erasable) if
(9q9) = 9(S)). 2 is erasable if it is both S and %erasable. 
ZF” (.ze) = 4(9) 
Definith 1.5. A set 2’ of languages i uniformly !P-erasable if 55” is P-erasable for 
every set 9’ such th;llt &Y?‘) = !#(a). It is uniformly %erasab!e if 9’ is SP-erasable 
for every set 9” such that 9(2Z”) = ~(2’). If 2 is both uniformly S-erasable and 
uniformly Sp-erasable, then it is said to be uniformly erasaMe.’ 
Next. we give a sufficient condition for a set of languages to be uniformly [P-] 
erasable. This condition will be our main tool for showing that a family of languages 
is uaiformly [S] erasable. 
1.6. A homomorphism jr from X’: into Z’: is simple if there is a letter CC 
in X1 such that h(c) = c and h(a) =z ez for all Q in E, -{c}. 
.7. A simple homomorphis in which the symbol c is mapped to E is 
denoted by h,. 
’ A homomorphism h from 2: into Xz is C-j?rtx if k(w) = c implies w := E. 
3 For e;xh language L, L’=L, L’+‘=L’L for i 21, L+=uisl L’, and L,*=L’U{E}. 
do be masable if 28 = {L) is erasable. Similar terminology is used for the other 
(uniformly) erasable cosxepts. 
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The following result may be found in [2]. 
Theorem 1.8. An [9-l erasable set 9 of languages is uniformly [S] erasable if 
h,(L)isinP”(L)f or every language L and simple homomorphism h, such that L is in 
5&Z) and h, (L) is in .2?. 
The following concept will be used in the remainder of the paper. 
Ddinition 1.9. Let L be a language, c a letter, and h, the simple homomorphism 
erasing c. A word w in L is called c-minimal if’ 1 w 1 S 1 z 1 for every word z in L’ 
such that h,(z).= h,(w). Let L” be the set cf 41 c-minimal words in L. 
Thus w is a c-minimal word of L if w is in L and no shorter word in C has the 
same image uuder h,. Note that h,(L”) = h,(L). 
Of the various language operations introduced in the definition of an AFL, the 
most basic ones are homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with 
a regular set. It is often convenient o replace these operations by a single one, 
“a-transduction”. This operation is defined by a one-way, nondeterministic, 
output-producing device with final states, called an “a-transducer”. W’e no;kl 
present a detailed ct-*?ern of notation for working with a transducers. e 
Definition 1.10. An a -trarns&cer is a Gtuple M = (K, xl, 22, H, 40, F), where 
(1) K, &, and ZS, are finite sets (of states, inputs, and outputs, respectively), 
(2) H is a finite subsent of K X 2’: X 2”s X K (the set of moves), 
(3) q. is in K (the start state), and 
(4) F is a subset of K (t?~ set of fintal or accepting states). 
If H c K x XT x Zz x K, then M is called ~-free. 
Intuitively, if (p9 u, v, q) is in H, then in one move M can change from state p to 
state 4 while reading u from its input tape and writing v on its output tape. When 
M operates on a word w, the resulting outprlt is the set M(w) consisting of all 
words v1 * l l up2 such that there is a sequence 
(PO, ua, Vl, p*) l l l (p”-b Urn in, pt.3 
in H* with u1 9 l = u,, = w, po = qc, and pn in K Formally, we have: 
:t = (K, Z,, Xz9 H, qo, F) be an a-transducer, For each S C 
, let 
II,,-AL) = {(po, ul, zh, pl) - 9 l (pm-t, h, vn, pd: n 2-1, feach 
ut l ’ l 2.4, E L) 
1 . 
’ For each word w, 1 w 1 denotes its length. 
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Note that II,,,&,) c H*. When A4 is understood, it is omitted. When S = {+} 
and T = F, they are omitted. When L = 27, it is omitted. Thu$ ll = 
~M.~(kFGf)* 
It is easily seen that II is a regular set. 
efinition 1.12. The words in lIM,S,&) are ca led the paths of M, with first state in 
s, last state in T, and input in L. Words in lI are called computations of A4 A 
nonempty word in UP,, I$,,,, is called a loop. 
Thus a loop is a nonempty path of A4 having the same first and last state. Note 
that if ayfi is in ll and y is a loo then cur*/3 c Il. Furthermore, if 7rlarl 9 l l a,7r2 is 
in II, with ai# E, 1~ i s s, and’s a # (K), then aci+l l l l ak is a Poop for some j and 
k, 0 s j < k s s. [For if ai is in lIPI_,,,,,, 1 s i =Z s, then pi = pk for some j c k since 
. 
s 3 # (K). Then aj+l ' l l (Yk is in &,j,pje] 
Definition .13. Let q and 8, the input and output homomorphisms respectively, 
be the homomorphisms from H* into Xt and from H* into Sz defined by 
q((p, u, U, 9)) = u and O((p, u, v, 9)) = v for all (p, u, r, q) in H. Let M(L) = @(W(L)) 
for each L C IIT. The mapping A4 so defined is called an a -transduction. 
Clearly II(L) = lYI n v-‘(L), so that M(L) = @(II fl q-l(L)). 
It can be shoBrn [4] that Z?(L) = {M(L): M an a-transducer} for each nonempty 
language L. 
Let Z& be the family of one-counter languages. This is the family of languages 
accepted by pushdown acceptors that only use their pushdown tape as a counter. 
Thus, 3% is a subfamily of the context-free languages. In this section, we show that 
3% is uniformlfr erasable. The proof involves a detailed examination of one-counter 
acceptors. S&e it is quite lengthy we now give an informal description of the 
argument. This will be followed by a formal justification. 
If D, C{til, RZ-,}* is the Dyck language on one letter, then 5!$ = ~((D&)“). By 
Theorem 1.8, it suffices to show that whenever I!, is a one-counter language such 
that (D&)” can be obtained from L by erasing all occurrences of the letter c, that 
is, (D,b)* = h,(L), then (J&b)* can also be obtained from L by using semi-A 
tions land just a limited amount of erasing. Note that the words in L are w-3 
,b)* interspersed with occurrences of c. Since L is a one-counter language, 
these occurrences of c can appear in words of ( *b)* only in certain ways. Since 
is a one-counter language, one way which occurrences of c ca 
,b)* is by arbitrary insertion. To av 
e words which are 
ar oweve 
6 A singleton {z} is ider&ed with the element L. 
’ For each finite set G #(E) is the number of elements in E. 
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such words: For example, .Z, could contain c-minimal words of the form (a&“c”b, 
n zs 1. .4 one-counter acceptor for I, could count any number of subwords ala--I, 
and then ccrunt off an equal number of occurrences of c. More generally, the 
one-counter accr;ptor could accept words of the form ~1 l - l wncn (or C”WI l l l w,,), 
where the wi are svbwords that the one-counter can accept using only its finite state 
ccmtrol. Suppose, however, that a c-minimal word w has its image h,(w) not 
merely in (D&)* but in (Db)*, where D = D1 Cl { 4 I, u CJ+ for some large integer s. 
If s exceeds the number of states of the one-counter acceptor defining L, them 
h,(w) cannot co;ttain an extended string w1 l l l w, of subwords wi, each recogniz- 
able by tihe finite state control only. in this case, it can be shown by a 
lengthy argument hat w contains no long string of c’s. Therefore we can intersect 
L with the regular set consisting of all words not containing long strings of c’s, and 
then erase the c’s, Erasing the c’s now involves just a limited amount of era&g, 
and every word bn (Db)* is obtained. Finally, (D,b)* can be obtained from (Db)* 
by an inverse homomorphism. 
We mow turn to the formal argument. 
Theorem 2.2. T%e family 5% of one-counter languages is unifcrmiy erasable. 
Root. Let D1 be the Dyck language over the alphabet {aI, a-,}, with the empty 
word removed. Thus, D1 is generated by the context-free productions S + SS, 
S + arSa-l, S -+ 4ra-j. Then ZC = @D,) (see [S})% so5% = 9((D1 b)*), where b is 
a new symbol [4]. To show .Z& to be uniformly erasable, it therefore suffices to 
prove that (D,b)* is uniformly erasable 121. But D, is erasable [9]. Hence (D,b)* is 
erasable 121. Suppose (Dlb) * = h, (L), where h, is a simpIe homomorphism and L 
is in 2. To prove that (Dtb)* is uniformly erasable, by Theorem 1.8 it suffices to 
show that (D,b)+ is in P(L). 
Let s and t be positive integers to be specified shortly. Let & = {cs,, a+, b) and let 
h be the homomorphism from Z:t into SX defined by Ez(aI) = a:, A(u_,) = a& and 
St(b) = b. Let D := h (D1). Note that (Db)* = h ((0, b)*) c (D, b)* and h “((Db)*) = 
k-‘((D,b)“) = (Dl b)“. It suffices to prove 
PiL) (Db)” C hc(L - %c’~~,r,). 
For suppose (*) holds. Then 
(Dlb)* = R -‘(h((DIb)*)) r h-‘((Db)*)E h-*(h,(L - 2i:c’Z;)) 
(f h-‘(k(L)) = h-*((Dlb)*) = (Dlb)“, 
!a (DIb) * = h’-‘(k(L - ~?%‘ZZ)). Since h, is s-limited” on = Zrc’I$,t, it follows 
that (Dtb)” is in 3”(L) (see 131). Suppose that’ 
(**I (gb)* n !t$..,’ n C:c’X;) = fj.. 
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Since L is in JEc = Z?‘((D,b)*), L = 4((D,b)*) for some l-bounded a- 
transducer” M = ( Co9 XL, H, q, F) (see [6]). Let s = # (K) and t = 8s’. We use 
the following notation. If 8 = ayp is in ere y is an exhibited loop,‘” then we 
let y denote both the wo hibited occurrence of y in is. We let 
8 - y denote a/3 and 8 + ny denote ay”+‘@ for some n 3 0. ore generally, if 
6 = cyoy1cy1y2a2, where yl and y2 are exhibited loops, then 6 -i yl + ny2 denotes 
aoy~%Iy~41a2, etc. If S is in II then so are 6 -I- myI + ny2,6 -- yl, etc., since y1 and 
y2 are loops. 
To prove the theorem, suppose (**) is false. Since (Db)* n h,(L’ n Xzc’C~) is 
nonempty, it contains a word u of minimal length. Then u = h, (w ) for some word 
w in L’ 1’7 Xzc’2E. Thus w is a c-minimal word of L containing a subword c’, and 
I&(w) is in (L?b)*. We will complete the proof by deriving a contradiction. 
Since w is in L = M((Dh)*) = WWhb)*)), w = 8 (w) for some computation 7r 
in II having q(?r) in (D,b)*. If there are several such computations rr choose one of 
minimal length. We would like to have r)(v) in D,. Since, in general, this cannot be 
achieved tb< hlexf best o find a subcomputation v=~ of v having in 
in D, and output O(rr,) s containing a long 
Claim I. 7r = crrorr e rl (nb), rl(d, a 4~~) are in (D&)*, D1, and 
b ( D1 b )*, respectively, 1) is in Czc3”*XE. 
To prove Claim 1, note that since r)(r) is in (&b)* and A-2 is l-bounded, 7~ is of 
the form ?r = al l l l a,,, for scme m ~l,where~(ai)isinD1bforeachi,l~i~m. 
Since @(aI l l + (x,) = O(n) = w is in-X*Lc’ZE, B(~+o!~+~ l l l a,) is in Z%YX*L for some 
p and q, with 1 G p G q s m and with B(ai) in c* for all i, p < i < q. Suppose # ({i: 
p<i<q,8(aijfE})as.Thusy=aj .**akisaloopforsomejandk,p<jak< 
q, with 8(y) # E. Then ar-y is in II, and q (n-y) is in (II1 b)* since each q(ai) is in 
I&b. Therefore w’= O(?r-y) is in L = M((D&)*). Since t9(ai) is in c’ for each i, 
p < i <q, and B(y)# E, O(y) is in c+. Therefore 1 w’l< Iw 1 k(w’) = k(w), 
contradicting the fact that w is c-minimal in L. ce # ({i: p < i 
< q, O(ai ) 24 E}) c s, and 
#({i: p SiSq,0(ai)#E})SS+1~2S. 
Since @(a, ***a,,) is in Src’Ziif and t = 8s’, 8(ak) is in X~c4”CE for some k, 
pskdq. 
Since q(auk) is in D,b and is l-bounded, ak = vlap for some n!, a, and p, 
wirere g(n) is in D,, *q(a) = 6, Ia I= 1, and r) ) = E. Suppose e(p) is in Zc”~Eg 
Then p contains a 10-3~ y with O(y) in c+. t q(y)= E since q(p)= E. Thus 
q(n - y)== 77(p) is in (LB,b)*, so that we = O(?r - y) is in L = 
@)I 5 I 9f 1 = 1, @I(@) is not 
I 
,,, F) is I- bombed if for all 
in 
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to the integers under addition, Z, defined by +(a~) = 1, +@-I) = - 1, and +(x) = 0 
for each n in 2 - {aI, a+}. For each x and y in s*, write y s x if x = YZ for some z, 
and write ‘y < x if y :d X, but y # X. Then 
~~ = {X ~{a,, a.$: #B(X) = 0 and cjb(y)aO few all y, y g x}. 
Note that if xyz is in DI and 4(y) = 0, then xy*t G DI U {E}. As a notational 
convenience, let & and & be the homomorphisms from H* into Z defined by 
&(a) = 4(17(a)) and 4*(a) = 4(@(a)) for all cy in H*. 
Claim 2. 9r1 = &r):, where 4&r:) a 3s3. 
Since e(lr,) is in ZQ’“‘X~, w1 ‘= a0 l 9 l a,, for words ao, l 9 l , am in H*, where 
@(aj)=c for each j, 0~1 ’ < II, and n > 3s4. Suppose; 
Osj< n. For each k, PC! 
Jk ={j: 0cj<n,41(CYo’*‘(Yj)=k}. 
Then EoGk<3s3 #(A)= #((j: 0%j<n})=n>3s4,so 
Therefore y = CY~+~ . l l CY, is a loop for some p and q 
4( fy0 l *q)‘=3s3 for all j, 
that # (Jk) > s for some k. 
in Jk, p < q. Since 
and q(7r1) is in III, q(~, - y) is in IA. Hence q(~ - y) is in (&b)+ and 
w’= !49(9r - y) is in L = M((Dlb)*). But 8(y) = 8(q+,=. l a,) is in c+, so 1 w’l C 1 w 1 
and h,( w ‘) = h, (w ), contradicting the fact that w is c-minimal in L. Therefwe 
&(w l l aj) a 3s3 for some j. Then Claim 2 holds for rr; = a00 l . aj and WY=: 
Qlj+l"' an. 
Note that 4,(wl) = 4(7&Q) = 0 since q(vl) is in D1. Therefore @I(&)= 
41(7h)- 41(7d) = - dn(7d). 
Claim 3. Let 7r1 = aoala2, where ao’and a2 are the shortest initial and terminal 
subwords of nl such that &(ao) = s = - 41(as). Then ea& ai contains a 100p yi 
with &( ya) > 0 > 61( ~2) and 41( 79) # 0 = 42( y& 
Since 7r1 = dw1: and 4,(rII)= - 4*(&) > s, a0 and a2 exist. 
Since &(ao) = s, ,s~o = a 1’ . . l a: for some a :, . l 9, a: such that #,(a i) = 1 for each i. 
Then yo=a+ ct i is a loop for some p and q, 1 S p G q S s, a,nd 44~0) = 
&(a;)+*** + &(a:) > 0. Similarly, a$ contains a loop y2 with 41( y2> c 0. 
The output from a6 cannot contain many consecutive occurrences oi: c. Specific- 
ally, @(a,) is not in Zks*~2. To see this, suppose that @(a,,) is in I!&‘“XZ. Then 
a0 = PO* l l &, for some words PO,= l . &,where8(&)=c,O<j<n, n>s2.Bythe 
minimality of 1 a& q31(~lo* . . pi) < s for al! j, 0 6 j < 12. Since q (7~) = q(aocula2) is in 
1, 91(Bo***Bi)=~~(3(po~*~ pi)) * 0 for all j, 0 <j G n. For each k, 0 G k < S, let 
Jh = f;j: 0~ j < bt, 41(&* * l pi)= k}. Then 
Oek==r 
(Jk)= #((j: 0%j<n})=va>s2, 
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<b2(yl) =4(O(yl)) = 0. Also, 41(yI) $0, for if +I(~I) = 0, then q(v~- 71) is in JA, 
@(w - 7,) is in L, and once again w is not c-minimal in L. I-Ience Claim 3 holds. 
Ckirn 4. cyI contains a loop y with b*(r) # 0 f &(r). 
As noted after. the proof of Claim 2, 7r1 = ?TIKY, where #l(arQ = - &(sr?) 3 
3s’. Let &?,, be the largest initial subtiord of ?r: for which &(/30) = s’. Let 4 = &a. 
Similarly, 97; = (Y’&, where @A is the largest terminal subword of WY for which 
b&W = - s2. Then 7rt = W;W: = &acar’Pd. By the maximality of l&l and l/&l, 
&(S) > s2 for all 6, PO G 6 G &arcy’. 
From the way ao, fit, PO, and PA were chosen, it is clear that cycy ’ is a subword of 
aI. Thus it suffices to show that CY(Y’ contains a loop y with #h(r,\# 0 # 42(y)- 
observe that 
fp*(aa’) = +l(lrr?r:)- c/b&30)- d&3;) = 0 - s2 + s2 = 0, 
and 
41(a) = - &(a!‘) = &(?rI) - +&lo) 2 3s3 - s2 3 2s3. 
Therefore a = fit* l l p243 and cy’ = p’@,* l l & for appropriate PI, pi, p, and p’, 
where +:f&) = - &(@:) = s2, 1 G i s 2s, and 7;r1= PO= l l &s~~‘~~s* l l pip&. 
Consider any k, 1 G k G 2s. Since &(&) = - +@I) = s2, we have Pk = 61m w l &2 
and/3~=S+* 6; for appropriate Si and Si, where 41(&) = - &(S{) = 1,1 G i s s2. 
Suppose & is inr IIpr_I.pI and 8: is in Rq~q,_I, 1 s i s s2, for appropriate states 
po, l l .9 ps2 and qo, l l l , qs2. Since # (K x K) = s2, (p,,,, qm) = (p,, qn) = (p, q) for some 
p,q in K an some m and II, OS P?Z <‘n Ss’. Let yk = 6,,,+l&+2* l l 6, and 
rl= 6:. l l 6 A+26A+1. ThehI yk is in IIbPn = IIP,P and rl, is in lIqmq, = Il4,4, so that yk 
and rl: are loops. Let +, = w1 - yk - rl. We shall show that 
~j(ii~) is in D1. (1) 
Suppose q(ii,) = E. Since q(cyo) G q (iil) = e, q(cuo) = E. Therefore 4(q (ao)) = 
4&o) = 8, contradicting Claim 3. Thus 7 (iil) # E. Since 4,(8i) + &(&) = 0 for all i, 
&(yk)+ &(yL) = 0. Hence, 4(q(iil)) = &(+Q = dr+rl) = 6. To show that q(+Q is 
in B1, it thus suffices to verify that b(x) 2 0 for all x G q(t&). Suppose x s q (ii,). 
Then x = q(6) for some 8 s & Since fil = n1 - yk - rlY 8 equals 6 or 6 - yk or 
8-yk-7; for some Szsrl. Now q(S)s q(~,) and q(?rl) is..in D1. 
4*(S) = t#~<q(S)) 2 0. If d = 6, then 
g(x) = 4(q(aj) = Ql(8) = 4@) 25 0. 
If 8=S-y,-y6 then 
4(x) = 41(S) - (4*(yh.) +41( y:)) = 4*@) 2 0. 
Suppose 8 = s - yk. Then o s 6 G Boaa ‘, since yk and rS, are subwords of ~QI ‘.As 
ince &(yk ) = n(6,+la 9 .a, j = 
(x) = 41(S) - )as2-s2=k;. 
rom (I), it follow lb)*. Thus w”= 8(~ - ?!k - ‘y;) is 
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in L = M((L&b)*). If i?(qv,d) = E, then t?(fl - yk - yh) =:: d!?(w) = w, contradicting 
the minimality of 1~1. If e(ykyL) is in c+, then 1 w’l C 1 w I and h,(w’) = h,(w), 
Icorrtradicting the c-minimal@ in L of w. Tlnus 8(y&) is not in c*. Therefore 
e(pkp&) is not in c*,. (2) 
From (2), it follows that hC (e(PkP L)) # E for all k, 1 :G k S 2s. Therefore 
Ih,(B(aar’))I = Ih,(e(p,* l * p&l’pIs l l l Pi))) a 2s. 
But h,@@&)) is a subword ,3f hc(O( w))= h=(w) = 14 and u is in (Db)* G 
({a:, &)‘b)*. Hence h,(O(ad)) contains cl f or a% as a subword. lrf b,(8(cu&)) 
contains ai as a subword, then cycy ’ contains a loop y with h,(t)(y)) iti ut. If 
h, (0 (aa ‘)) contains Q : l as a subword, then a~’ contains a loop y with h&?(y)) in 
a?*. In either case, &(y) = 4(e(y))# 0. 
To complete the proof of Claim 4, we s all show that &(y) # 0. Suppose 
&(y)= 0. Thea q(m, - y) is in LA, e(rr - y) is in L, and h,(O(w - y)) is in 
he(L) = (Drb)*. TFltaus 
42(m - y) = tp(e(?f - Y)) = 0 = cb2We 
Then #52( y ) = c/!I~(~T) - tfi2(rr -- y ) = 0, a contradiction. )iiepce Claim 4 holds. 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. By Claims 3 and 4, 
m1 = cyoalcy2 where each CT~ contains a loop yi with &(yo) > 0 > &(yz) and 
4MYlW 0 = &2(Y l , 1 and art contains a loop y with &(y) # 0 # +2(y). Let )tt = 
- &(y2) and it = &( yo). Then m&( yo) + r;.++,( y2) = 0. Let ii1 = trl + my0 + ny2. 
Then 
7j(&) is in D1. (3) 
To see (33, note that 
4(7j(ih)) = &(%) = h(7h) + wh(r,)+ nbl(y2) = 41(m) = 0. 
q,,*_*_e- 
sG -4yyUaC X G q(iiI). Then x == q(l) for some 6 =+iiI. Now v1 = (30y0&y432 for 
some PO, &, and & and 6 = poy~+*&y;+1@2. Suppose e s oo. Then 5 s 7rl and 
7(&s q(~r& Since q(rrI) is in IA, 4(x) = t$(q(E))aO. Suppose 5 = fl0y3, where 
p B 0 and 6 s y&. Then 
= cbl(POYO~l~) $- Ml(YO) + PMYd 
since q(/30y0 
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Let *=7r+myo+tiyz. and the fact that q(w) is in ( &j*, it follows 
bat q(ii) is in (Dlb)*. +F) is in L = (ID&)*), and h,(tI(i3)) is in 
JL) = (D,b)*. Then 4(0(e)) = 0. Therefore 
Since m 
m&( yo) + mp2( y*) = ;p2(*) - 42(n) = 0 - 0 = 0. 
= - 61(r& It = @*(yo), &(yo) z 0, and 41(w) # 09 we have 
MY21 MY4 = 
41(Yd 4l(Y2) ’ (4) 
If &( yI) < 0, then applying the same argument to the oops y. and y1 shows that 
MYl) MY4 = 
Qil(Yd b;l(Yl) ’ 
while if &( yl) > 0 then applying the argument o yl and y2 proves that 
Since &(yI) # 0, it follows from (4) that 
Similarly, since 41(y) Z 0, 
From (5) anu (6), 
Since #b2( yI) = 0 an cp2( yl, # 0, this is a contradiction. ence (**) holds and the 
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w is not c-minimal and need not be conside,red further. If M does advance its input 
tape while it outputs c’s in w, thien at the $ame point in the computation M’ will be 
reading a’s while adding nothing to h,(w). Thus A4’ will lose track of its input. 
ence, all output words of the form h,(w) wh are produced this way will be in a 
regular set R ’ C M’(Lo) = h, (M(L0)). Since is regular, it 
qtintaneously using semi-AFL (operations. The remainder of h, ( 
words in M(J&, ‘hich do not contain many consecutive c’s. Th 
obtained from (LC) ky just a limited amount of erasing. 
Now cons&x the general case, i.e., the ‘case in which L is generated from 
Lo z a * by the; Ml AFL operatilons. Then I.. may be obtained from languages of the 
form M(E,) b$ substituting them into a regular set S. By substituting into S certain 
subsets of the pre~2ously described regular sets R ‘, one can obtain a regular subset 
of J&~(L) and complete the argument as in rhe previous case. 
We now turn to a formal verification. 
3.1. A language I.. is l-bounded if L C w * for some word HA in 2:. A 
‘language L is a One-letter language if L C a * fo; some letter a in 
l~o~tion 3.2. Let SB denote the set of all l-bounded languages. 
Lemma 3.3. Let L be in g(B) and h, be a simple homomorphism,. 
for some regular set R and some n 3 0. 
Then 
f. Since L is in P(B), L is in 9(LO) for some nonempty language ho C a * (see 
r7]). Hence, t = n/l(&) for some l-bounded a-transducer M = (K, {a}, 
&, H, qe, F). For each state p in K and each set S G a *, let 
Q,(S) = (&J-M C-I C’(S). 
The set A,(S) thus consists of all computations passing through the state p and 
having input in S. Let 
K,=(p E K: n,,(al+)n e-‘(c*)$41). 
The set & consists of all statles p such that some loop starting and ending at p has 
input in a+ and output in c’*. Let 
and llet n = # 
,To establish the lemma, we shall 
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Since p is in &, there is a loop y in I&,,, with r)(y)= u’ and 9(y)= ck for some 
j 2 1 and k 2 0. LetI S = L&a’)*. Then S is regular. [For let Si = S n a”(&)* for 
each i. Then S = So U l l l U &, and each Si == (L&Z’)*) R (~‘(a’)* = 
(Lo n ai(ai) is either finite or equal to ai(a’ Therefore there exist 
t:i 2 I and regular sets U, l l . . U,>,, V,, a. 0, Vm such that 
ii) S = UC, tJ& and 
(ii) if utf is in S then u is in Uj and v is in Vi for SOL i (see [S]). 
‘$klfG 
44s) = u n?cl.,(U)~~P.F(V) 
UVES 
= ij (n,, n 7r*(u))(np,F nVW)). 
i=-1 
Since I&,,, and I&- are regular, AJS) is regular. We will prove h,B(A,(Lo)) is 
regular by showing that h,8 (A, (Lo)) = h,e (A, (S)). 
Since Lo C S. h,e(A, (Lo)) c he0 (A,(S)). To show the reverse inclusion, consider a 
word w = h=@(n) for some rr in n,(S). Then n = cup, where LY is in IL,,(u), p is in 
Ii,,(v), and uv is in S. Since uv is in S = Lo,/(d)* and Lo c a *, ua ‘%I is in Lo for 
some i a 0. Men ar’p is in 
II&u )II,& i~)&,,F(v) C A&a %) c A,(LO). 
Since h,e(y’) = h,(c”) = e, 
w = h,B(v)= hce(ar’PJa 
Therefore w is in h,8(Ap(Lo)), so that h,0(A,, (S)) c k,8 (A, (Lo)). Thus (1) is 
established. 
Consider (2). Clearly 
R = h.B( u A&)) c hce(n(Lo):J 
PEP(o 
Consider (3). Let \v be a word in L’ n 223 Since w is in L 
w = e(n) for sh3me 7r in n(LO) , where p2 is the nu 
states of the l-Sounded a-trans ains a loop pr, i.e., 7r = LYE@ 
en y is in TIp,p some state p, and 7r is 
so that w = 
rl(Y) = E. Then ~(cufi) = q(crry@), so cu.6 is in 
= h,(w) and 1 
refore q(y) + E, so that 
h,@(A, (Lo)), and 
olds, C.j 
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Every subset (sf 2?‘(B) is erasable. 
@of. Suppose E 9(93 ), Let L be a language 
homomorphism. y Lemma 3.3, 
GREIBACH 
in 9” (2%‘) and k, be a simple 
for some regular set R and some n 3 0. Th,en 
h,(L) = h,(L”) 
= h,(L’ - rn;*,cdlZf) u h,(L’ fl Z,rc”~~) 
c h,(L -4:Zc”BE)U R 
c h,(L). 
Therefore h,(k) = hc(L - F,tc”XE) U W. Since h, is e-limited on L - X?c”zE and 
R is regular, h,(L) is in Y”(9). Thus P(Z) is closed under simple homomorph- 
ism, But Ye (9) is closed under c-free homomorphism so it is closed under 
arbitrary homomorphism. Heuce 9” (9) is a full semi-AFL, i.e., S@(Z) = Z&2?) 
Thereforr: xi is erasable. !J 
This corollary generalizes a result of [llj which states that every set of l-bounded 
languages, i.e., every subset of $89, is erasable. It is an open question whether the 
corollary,can be strengthened tostate that every subset of #(Se) is erasable. If this 
were true then an immedi.ate consequence would be that every set of l-bounded 
languages i uniformly erasable. While we cannot extend the corollary to 
can extend a weakened form of Lemma 3.3 to 4(S), and then use this result to 
show that every set of l-bounded languages i  uniformly erasable. 
a 3.5. Let 5 be in s(B), h, be a simple homomorphism, and h, (I’) G a *. 
hc(L’ n ZW’%Z) E R c h,(L) 
for some reqular set R and some n 2 1. 
L = T(S). where S is regular and 7 is an E-free 
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riodic, each h, (7 (U )) G a *, and h, (T 
then 
V’xhc(~(v)) =he(+)) 
Then Pi is regular, s is regular. Now 
E:= lJ hc(~(u))PA(++) 
UXVES 
G 1 I h,(7iu))hc(7ix))hci7iv)) 
UXUES 
= h&(S ,). 
Thus R c h&(S)) = C(L). To complete the proof, we shall s ow that h,(L’ n 
ZiW%fJ) c R for some n. 
Let = be the relation on X*s defined as follows: w = w’ if for all u and v in X$, 
uwv is in S if and only if uw’v is in S. Since S is regular, = is an equivalence 
relation with finite tn ex s, and if w = IV’), then uwv = uw’** far all u and v in 2: 
(see [lo]). 
For each x in s finite and F’ c R, C h&(x)). ence F’ = h,(F:) for some 
finite subset F’ r(x). Let t=maX((wl: WE ,x E&}. Let PI = 
@+a.)(r+t+1 e shall show that h,(L’ n Zl~c”Z~) C 
Let w be a word in L” n ZiEc”Zi~. Tlhus w # E. Since w is in L = T(S 
for some 2 = .x1* l l ith wz 2 1 and each xi in Es. exze w = wl* 0 l wm for 
some wl, l l ., ng in T(Xi). Suppose wk l l 9 wk+s is in c + for some k, 
1 s k G m - s. Since there are only s equivalence classes, we have xk l l l .xp = 
xk l 9 9 xq for some p nd q with ksp<q<k+s. Then 
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This contradicts the c-minimality in r(q) of Wj. Therefore h, (wj) is in 
h,(w) = h,(w,a = l w,,,), and is in 
h&(x1’ l . Xj-1))P,,k(~(~jtl' l ' &t))EPLj Z 
Thus h,(L’ r? 2:8X2) c roof is complete. Cl 
Etrery set of l-bounded languages is uniformly erasabie. 
en 
Let 9 be a set of l-bounded languages. By Corollary 3.4,s is er 
Theoiem 1.8, it thus suffices to show that h,(L) is in P(L) for each L in 
each he(L) in 2.. h, some simple homomorphism. By Lemma 3. 
Z*Lc”ZQC R c h,(L) for some regular set R and some PZ 2 1. Then 
h,(L) = h,(L - X2c”Z:) U R 
and h,(L) is in Y(iL). U 
o~olmary 3.7. For (each set 2’ of l-bounded languages, g(9) .is uniformly ,zP- 
erasable-and 5&Z) is uniformly Serasa ble. 
. This follows 
. IS 
from the fact that .A!? is uniformly erasable [2]. 0 
#(9) uniformly erasable for every set 9 of l-bounded 
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